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Profiling a
Supermodel
Researchers who use mice to investigate the origin, spread,
and treatment of human cancer should scurry over to
EMICE, a cache of data on mouse models from the National Cancer Institute. A good starting place is the collection of
backgrounders, written by experts, that explicate different kinds
of human cancers and describe how mouse models aid research
on each variety. If you want more information on specific models, the site will scour PubMed for studies that enlist that animal,
or you can paw through the Cancer Models Database, which profiles each type of mouse. Entries explain how researchers made
the rodent tumor prone, list tested treatments, and provide histological descriptions of lesions. Collections of links range from
protocols on using gene chips to characterize cancer cells to
funding providers and breeding centers that supply rodent stocks.

Reading Between the Lines

Premed students forced to take organic chemistry may kvetch
about having to memorize the spectra of different compounds, but
for working chemists, spectroscopy is a crucial tool for deciphering
molecular structure and identifying samples. SpectraOnline holds
spectroscopic data for thousands of compounds, collected by ultraviolet, Raman, nuclear magnetic resonance, infrared (IR), and
emice.nci.nih.gov
other techniques.
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known and hunt for a
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lustrated tutorial aimed at
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use of genetically altered bacteria to thwart tooth decay. Geared trees, and the DNA sequence searcher BLAST. Also on the menu
for academics are offerings such as Lawrence Berkeley National are rxp, which checks XML code, and the multitalented EMBOSS.
Laboratory’s guidelines for protecting buildings from biological This molecular biology program tackles everything from calcuand chemical attack (no mention of duct tape) and the University lating the maximum rate of enzymatic reactions to pinpointing
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